AQUA SENSORIAL AREA
SENSORY POOL
Discover the therapeutic waters of Lac Blanc heated to 32 °C and
its healing benefits through our brand-new space for hydromassage:
hydronox bench for a “zero gravity” experience, waterfall, relaxing or
re-energizing hydromassage jets, bubble baths...

HAMMAM
Like a grotto shimmering with copper hues, the hammam offers
steam-filled warmth with relaxing and purifying benefits.

SAUNA
Enjoy a dry heat moment of pure relaxation in our sauna with a direct
view of the mountains and peaks of the Alps.

ICE FOUNTAIN
Crushed ice dispenses and accumulates in a beautiful stone basin…
Cool off with an icy rub after coming out of the sauna or hammam..

WATERFALL BUCKET
A pail of Lac Blanc water at ambient outdoor temperature...4 °C.
Thermal shock guaranteed!

SENSORIAL SHOWER
Thunderstorm, light rain, colorful atmospheres, sounds, smells...you
get to choose!

WELLNESS AREAS
TREATMENT ROOMS
6 treatment rooms--including a couples’ suite--provide a warm
and cozy haven, where light oak, slate and copper blend with
Alpinotherapy© methods developed in collaboration with Gemology.
Let the circular, comforting movements of our effective massages
and treatments pamper, relax, or invigorate your body and mind.

COPPER BATHTUBS
Solo or as a couple, take a unique journey as you bathe in a copper
tub that catalyzes the healing properties of semi-precious stone salts
when combined with Lac Blanc waters.
New : Discover the Bath Bar and its exciting menu

TEA ROOM
Soft colors between beige and off-white, light wood, starry sky,
comfortable lounge chairs...an ideal place to take the time to sip a
warm infusion of dried alpine flower blossoms!
Discover Light Therapy for Relaxation: extend your wellness
program with a guided meditation session. Equipped with an
MP3 player, our headphones combine music and voice with light
stimulation for deep healing results.

EXLUSIVE ALPINOTHERAPY© RITUALS
Exceptional well-being and unique sensory experiences with
Alpinotherapy© and molecular mineral cosmetology of exclusive care
products of our partner Gemology.

WELL-BEING FOR EVERYONE
Children, teenagers, couples...treatments adapted for all needs and
desires

